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Gone are the days when LinkedIn was only viewed as a platform for headhunting and
showcasing elaborate resumes. 94 percent of B2B marketers identified LinkedIn as their social
network of choice for 2015, a dramatic increase from 51 percent back in 2010.
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Furthermore, Bstudy conducted by social media marketing platform Oktopost that analyzed
more than 100,000 posts on various social networks found that 80 percent of B2B leads
were generated through LinkedIn.
LinkedIn is valued for the great opportunities UIBUit offers for branding, content promotion,
thought leadership and, ultimately, lead generation. Of course, it also provides a platform for
facilitating valuable connections with influencers and prospects, as well as for executing
social CRM and social listening tactics.
Whether you’re ready to launch your LinkedIn strategy or already executing one, the 10 best
practices outlined here will help guide your success. From developing your brand image by
creating and sharing compelling content to forging strategic relationships, the following steps
will set your LinkedIn efforts on the path to success.
Created by inSegment
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#1 Determine the Basis for Your Brand’s Success
The first step in shaping your B2B company’s success on LinkedIn is to build a solid foundation
for your branding and marketing. Needless to say, it starts with optimizing your personal and
company pages using consistent language, visuals, and overall branding.
Next, establish yourself as a thought leader on LinkedIn by utilizing Pulse, LinkedIn’s integrated
publishing platform where experts and professionals share their views, giving visibility to both
their personal brands and their companies. Writing articles specifically for Pulse allows you to
tap into LinkedIn’s potential for the specialized targeting of your self-published content.

#2 Make Your Company Page Shine
Once you’ve nailed the basics of your LinkedIn B2B branding by improving your personal
profile and position as a thought leader, it’s time to focus on coming up with an effective
Company Page.
The most recent LinkedIn trend? Going visual by following the example of other social media
channels. People are able to process visual information much faster than words, which means
that you can tell a story more eﬃciently with images and video. Besides showcasing your
brand’s logo and visual identity, you can also use your distinct branding in banners, Pulse
article images, company videos, and infographics or other promotional assets.
How your brand speaks to your intended audience is also important. Using SEO techniques
to research the right keywords, and then integrating them into the company description
section of your LinkedIn page, is key for developing a solid brand image and getting your
page discovered. Once the basics of your Company Page are in place, you can bring it to life
by completing the Products and Services tab, Careers tab,BOE Company Page FAQ, in
addition to regularly posting company updates that are visually rich. The more engaging the
information, the better the chances that prospects will click on it.
After updating your Company Page, think about how you can start promoting it. There are
simple tricks such as adding your Company Page URL to your email signature, website, and
Twitter accounts, so you can create multiple opportunities for people to explore it.
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#3 Use the Power of Showcase Pages

Image Source: LinkedIn

Besides perfecting your main Company Page, creating separate Showcase Pages for your
products or services is a great technique for targeting specific segments of your audience.
This LinkedIn feature is still overlooked by businesses, despite the huge potential it holds for
B2B marketing.
Showcase Pages let companies create niche pages for each of their distinct offerings. Even
though they’re linked to the main Company Page, they enable you to successfully segment
your target groups and engage your buyer personas with more relevant, interesting content.
Plus, you get performance tracking analytics for each page.
Your Showcase Pages need to carry the distinct branding of the product or service
they’re presenting. As with your Company Page, it’s worth sharing different assets such as
educational materials, product videos, and presentations.
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#4 Formulate Your Content Marketing Plan

LINKEDIN: A KEY PLATFORM FOR B2B CONTENT DELIVERY
LinkedIn continues to be the #1 channel to distribute content
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According to The Sophisticated Marketer’s Guide to LinkedIn, written by team members at the
company itself, LinkedIn is the top channel for content distribution today, and it’s proven to
drive the most traﬃc to B2B websites and blogs. Therefore, dedicating a special content plan
for LinkedIn would be wise.
The best content strategies for LinkedIn start with an analysis of which type of content will
perform best on your Company Page and Showcase Pages. Since each of these pages targets
a specific segment of your audience, it’s worth producing articles, e-books, case studies,
and visual assets that specifically address each segment. Keep in mind that the focus of the
content should always be on giving your audience actionable advice rather than promoting
your company.
To help with social media management, you can use social listening platforms such as
Hootsuite or Salesforce to determine which types of content and promotion techniques work
best on which pages. Creating LinkedIn Groups on industry topics also helps drive engagement
and establishes your brand as a thought leader. Groups are the perfect place to share your
branded content and spur conversations around it.
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#5 Spread the Word About Your B2B Brand
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Once you’ve formulated your LinkedIn content strategy, it’s time to explore the most effective
ways to distribute your assets. Content promotion, as well as a range of social media
campaigns on the platform, can bring traffic to your LinkedIn profiles and, your website and
blog.
A good rule of thumb is to share an update containing a link at least once per day from your
Company Page at a time when your audience is most likely to engage. Although you might
not have enough of your own content to share daily, you can still post relevant articles and
white papers produced by other experts, or employ content curation to keep a constant and
coherent story flowing through your LinkedIn channel.
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Finally, as an extension of the LinkedIn Groups strategy, you should not only create and run
thematic Groups of your own, but also participate in existing industry Groups. These groups
often have tightly-knit audiences that are interested in a specific topic, and by bringing highvalue content there, you’ll give further exposure to your brand.

#6 Get Help from Sponsored Updates
Once you have a grasp of outreaching on LinkedIn through its non-paid features, test
out Sponsored Updates, LinkedIn’s native advertising format. It can boost your branding,
relationship-building, and lead generation efforts by reaching an audience beyond your own
connections on the platform.
Sponsored Updates allow for a high level of targeting when promoting your best blog posts,
white papers, infographics, and videos. As with AdWords, you can choose between cost-perclick (CPC) and cost-per-thousand impressions (CPM) models, and set budgets depending
on your campaign’s goals. Plus, you can select from a range of different targeting options:
followers or non-followers, locations, industries, job titles, and even skills, gender, age, and
membership of particular LinkedIn Groups.
Note that it’s only worth investing in Sponsored Updates if you’re confident in the quality of
the content you want to share. Sharp copy, attention-grabbing titles, and impressive images
are all must-haves for a winning campaign. Ultimately, the persuasiveness of your calls-toaction can make the difference between turning off your audience and eventually converting
them into customers.
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#7 Reach the Right People with Sponsored InMail
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Yet another way to benefit from LinkedIn’s vast network of professionals and potential leads is
through Sponsored InMail. With this method, your messages will go straight to the inboxes of
your target customers and influencers.
The ability to send regular InMails, which is included with LinkedIn Premium accounts, means
you can send messages, updates, and other announcements to followers of your Company
Page. However, there are limits to the number of people you can reach, while with Sponsored
InMail, you can take your lead generation a step further.
Sponsored InMail gives you the opportunity to perform highly focused targeting the same way
Sponsored Updates do, allowing you to reach exactly the right people—whether they’re leads
you’re nurturing or potential brand advocates. Your InMail will be delivered to a recipient’s
inbox only when they’re online, ensuring they’ll see your message in real-time rather than
having it buried in their inboxes.
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#8 Amplify Your Presence with Social Proof

Image source: LinkedIn - B2B Content Marketing Trends 2013

Over time, your brand’s influence on LinkedIn will grow through frequent activity. Later on,
a more advanced element to add to your pages that will solidify your LinkedIn reputation is
social proof.
The most direct approach to influencing people’s views of your company is to actively seek
customer reviews and testimonials for your LinkedIn pages. What’s more convincing than
actual customers recommending your products or services? In fact, according to Holger
Schulze from the B2B Technology Marketing Community on LinkedIn, customer testimonials
are considered the most effective content marketing tactic on LinkedIn. To take this even
further, you can also work with your most loyal customers to write case studies, which provide
an opportunity to showcase how your product has helped other B2B businesses.
Next, develop an influencer marketing strategy. LinkedIn is the obvious choice for connecting
with potential brand advocates, as it reveals professional details about people that are diﬃcult
to obtain elsewhere. With solid research, diligence, and patience, you’ll be able to nurture
relationships with influencers who can boost your brand’s status.
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#9 Track Your Progress on LinkedIn Analytics

Image source: LinkedIn

No B2B LinkedIn strategy is complete without a working method to track your performance.
By following the right metrics, you’ll be able to A/B test and swiftly adapt your approach for
the best results. LinkedIn offers built-in analytics you can use as a starting point for measuring
success and tailoring your strategy.
Thanks to this component, you’re able to see KPIs for each update you’ve posted via your
Company Page, including impressions, clicks, interactions, and engagements. There’s
also aggregated data based on time, reach, and different forms of engagement by users.
Additionally, you can see details about your followers, including growth and engagement rates,
as well as demographic information like their respective industries and positions.
Another important feature is the Analytics tab, which lets you track metrics like page views,
unique visitors, and their demographics. All these analytics enable you to track the success
of your campaigns and your overall performance, so that you can compare your LinkedIn
marketing results against your investment to measure ROI.
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Your LinkedIn Connections into
# 10 Grow
Offline Relationships
Last but not least, remember the purpose of using LinkedIn for your B2B marketing: to boost
your branding, lead generation, and, ultimately, sales. Going the extra mile and nurturing your
LinkedIn connections into real-life contacts is bound to support your goals.
Turning LinkedIn contacts into customers, brand advocates, partners, and even employees
begins with an initial exchange with your target contacts. Thorough research to get a good
understanding of their priorities will put you in an ideal position to extend an offer that’s
mutually advantageous. Later, you can suggest meeting up at a conference or industry event,
or perhaps invite them to stop by your oﬃce the next time they’re in town.
Today, LinkedIn is not only the social media channel of choice for the majority of B2B
marketers, but also the most effective way to promote branded B2B content and forge
meaningful business relationships. And by following these 10 best practices, you’ll soon begin
reaping the benefits of the platform. Ultimately, each step has the potential to enhance your
brand’s visibility, build interactions, and drive leads and sales for your B2B company.
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